CreditVision

Celebrating one year of
score more, score better
When we launched CreditVision one year ago, we knew this
powerful suite of solutions would take risk analytics to the next level.
By providing a broader and deeper view into a consumer’s profile, CreditVision incorporates the latest in
bureau and alternative data elements and several hundred premium algorithms to enhance scoring and
marketing models.

But you don’t need to take our word for it. The proof is in the numbers:

2.5 MILLION

1.1 MILLION

On a generic sample we could
score 2.5 million more
consumers who could not be
scored in the past.

R1.4 BILLION

MORE CONSUMERS

40% LIFT

IN PREDICTABILITY

Customised CreditVision scores
developed in retail, personal loans and
Vehicle Asset Finance industries
outperformed F500 scores. In mature
segments, additional trended data variables
provided an increase in risk predictability of
up to 40% in some sectors.

NEW LOANS

In the non-bank loan industry we identified 1.1 million
new loans at the same acceptable industry Bad Rate
that could now be approved through better scoring
— with a potential value of R1.4 billion.

25% MORE

THIN-FILE CUSTOMERS

We saw a significant lift in scoring thin-file
customers and could provide scores for 25% more
consumers when compared to older scores.
Almost 30% of a typical retailer’s portfolios consists of thin-file
customers. CreditVision helps unlock this segment to drive growth.

CreditVision lets you score more and score better

SCORE MORE
Approve more loans at inception by
identifying Good and Bad payers better.
Better risk predictability at inception leads
to savings in Bad Debt amounts.

SCORE BETTER
Helps improve risk predictability across all industries
when compared to older data models.
Significantly improve identifying Good and Bad
behaviour compared to previous scores.
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